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It’s the small things

LOW DE VRIES

To be motivated is the key to overwintering on a subAntarctic island. Motivations can sometimes be found in
the smallest things, like a successful recipe. We have
been trying to make soft, tasty bread rolls since the ship
left and finally got it right this month! We made
hundreds. That’s also why we appreciate every message,
phone call and prayer from our family and friends back
home. It keeps us going. We would like to return the
favour, and that’s why this Wanderer is once again
loaded with pictures and stories to share our adventure.
A new photo page is also included so
you can get a glimpse of the team’s
whereabouts each month. News,
like bread rolls, is better fresh so
DANIËL KOTZÉ
get reading!
EDITOR

LEOPARD SEALS!
TEXT AND PHOTO BY LOW DE VRIES

As a sealer, we are fortunate to spend a lot of time on the
beaches. We come across some foreign objects of which
most, sad to say, is plastic debris. However, there are times
that something special like a leopard seal washes ashore.
Three of these magnificent animals have been spotted this
month (Archway Bay, Kildalkey Bay and Rope Beach).
Leopard seals, named for the spots on their fur, spend most of
their time around Antarctica. During winter however they sometimes swim further north and it is during this time that they can
be seen on sub-Antarctic islands such as Marion. They are
the second largest seal species in the Antarctic region,
after the Southern elephant seal. They feed mostly on
penguins and smaller seals, but can filter krill from
the oceans with their molars much like crabeater seals. They are in fact the top predators
around Antarctica after killer whales,
which do occasionally feed on leopard
seals. They are known to rest on the
beaches of Marion, but you can never
be sure if you will be lucky enough to
come across one. We hope to see more of
these extraordinary visitors on our shores this year.

The Wanderer

SPOTTED. A leopard seal at Archway Bay
shows Low de Vries his dental work.
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NEWSFLASH

TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

TH E O RC A FA M I LY G RO W S
The Marion Island killer whale family has gained two new
members. These two calves now form part of a group of killer
whales of more than 60 that frequent the coastline of the Prince
Edward Islands. The first new member (code M061) is the calf of
Ebony, who’s first calf, Ivory, has already grown into a sub-adult.
This calf is yet to be named. Between 7 and 12 September, the
second new calf, Ella (M062) was born. Ella is the second calf of
the most frequently sighted individual at Marion, Linus. For more
information and to keep up to date with these interesting
mammals, visit www.facebook.com/marionkillerwhales.

M061

DANIËL KOTZÉ

LINUS

ELLA

DANIËL KOTZÉ

STORM

FIRST PUP!

DANIËL KOTZÉ

During the night of 28 September,
a violent swell produced immense
waves that crashed against the
old base and shattered the
windows and part of the roof. All
the sand at Ship’s Cove and Good
Hope Bay has also been washed
into the ocean, leaving us with
only rocky beaches.

The first elephant seal pup
was seen and tagged on the
20th of September by sealers
Low and Liezl at Funk Bay.
These pups resembles,
according to Louise,
something between a
Labrador and a gorilla. This
also means the start of the
busy breeding season for
the sealers. Good luck guys!
LOW DE VRIES

WHITE-PHASE GP’S
Two white-phase
Southern Giant
Petrels have been
found nesting this
month; one at
Kampkoppie and
one near Ship’s
Cove. This rare
white form is a
beautiful
alteration of these,
otherwise dull
coloured, birds.
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The Photo Gallery
COMPILED BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

September’s Best
This is a selection of M71’s photographers’ favourite photos from the past
month and the stories behind them.

Liezl Pretorius

High Five
I was able to sneak up to a
sleeping elephant seal bull at
Gazella Plain to get this close-up.
He woke up just after I took the
photo, rearing up right next to me,
causing me to scramble up a
grassy slope!

Killer Looks

One of the most amazing
experiences on Marion Island is to
see a killer whale up close. I was
fortunate enough to be sitting at
Kill Point when this adult female
called Linus surfaced five metres
from me!

How?
Nikon Coolpix AW110; 1/400 sec; aperture f4.8; ISO 125.

How? Canon EOS Rebel T3i; shutter speed 1/2500 sec; aperture f4; ISO 800.
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Low de Vries

Moon Crane
How? Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 30 sec;
aperture f11; ISO 800; torch lighting.

On one of the few cloudless nights on
Marion I headed out to Crane Point to use
the full moon for some pictures of the old
base. The photo above is of the actual
crane (still in use) next to Transvaal Cove.
The moon was in the background casting
a light on the ocean, so I used a torch to
“paint” the front of the crane to provide
some extra light. Turning 180° I faced
“Huisie by die See”. In this case, the
moonlight on the building was sufficient
and I just had to use a tripod and allow
some extra time for the stars to move
through the frame a bit.

Huisie by die See
How?

Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 90 sec;
aperture f13; ISO 800.

The Photo Gallery
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Daniël Kotzé
Holy Calamari

While waiting for killer whales to pass at Kill
Point, I was quite lucky to observe this
seldom-seen feeding behaviour of an
Antarctic fur seal feasting on Octopus
magnificus. I also captured the seal “praying”
for this meal, although (understandably) only
after slurping up the last piece like spaghetti.

How?

Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 1/2000 sec;
aperture f5.0; ISO 800.

Sea(l)food
This Antarctic fur seal (nicknamed Spanner)
killed five King Penguins at Kildalkey Bay in a
single morning, much to the delight of the Gaint
Petrels, Kelp Gulls, Brown Skuas and Pintado
Petrels. Although it is uncommon for fur seals to
kill penguins, certain individual animals have
seemingly perfected this technique.

How?

Canon EOS 700D; shutter speed 1/4000 sec;
aperture f5.6; ISO 800.

The Photo Gallery
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The Photo Gallery
David Green

How?
Night Life at Base

Canon EOS 600D;
shutter speed 20 sec;
aperture f3.5; ISO 400.

While having a party in the bar one night, we moved to
the braai room and suddenly realized that it was a clear
night with stars dripping from the sky like crystals from
a chandelier. I grabbed my camera to capture this view
from outside the braai room.

Twinkle Twinkle
During a stay at Kildalkey, we found ourselves
surrounded by a starry night. It almost felt like the Milky
Way was within our grasp. I played around with a torch
to emphasise the foreground and after some trial and
error it eventually produced this photo.

How?

Canon EOS 600D; shutter speed 45 sec; aperture f8;
ISO 1600.
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BIRD OF THE MONTH

MARION’S

NOT-SO-DULL

KELP GULL
TEXT BY DAVID GREEN

September’s bird of the month is one that I’m sure more
than a few feel shouldn’t have a spot in the rankings.
Nonetheless, like any other bird native to Marion, the
Kelp Gull (Larus dominicanus) deserves its day in the sun.

In South Africa, Kelp Gulls are commonplace
along the coast and unfortunately like most
other gulls, they don’t hold a great track
record. They are intelligent and highly
adaptable – features typical of a generalist
feeder and which have likely spurred their
recent population explosion in a world of rapid
urbanisation and its associated waste. For
people they are a nuisance, scavenging around
restaurants and waste-tips, or stealing bait
from fisherman. Gulls can find food in the
most unlikely of places, which, despite giving
them a rather unsavoury image, has allowed
them to flourish in a rapidly changing
environment. In addition to being scavengers,
they are accomplished predators and their
presence poses a serious threat to other
seabirds. Kelp Gulls often make use of
cooperative hunting in order to prey on the
eggs and chicks of gannets, penguins,
cormorants and terns alike. Exacerbated by the
growing numbers of gulls, nest predation puts
considerable strain on the breeding success of
some of South Africa’s more threatened
seabird species.
However, on Marion Island, the reputation of
Kelp Gulls is entirely different. Their otherwise
fearsome presence pales in the shadow of the
island’s dominant predatory bird species
(Northern and Southern Giant Petrels, and
Sub-Antarctic Skuas), which outmatch
gulls in both size and aggression. In
terms of brawn, they are entirely
out-competed and as a result
lead a much quieter and simpler life
than their South African cousins.

They feed predominantly on shellfish, which
they collect from the intertidal zone, or glean
off of kelp. Occasionally one might snatch a
few morsels from a kill, but will invariably be
side-lined by the bigger birds. Eking out a
living in this way means that gulls are a much
more subtle presence than they are back at
home, and this has led me to look at them in a
new light.

The two characteristics of Kelp
Gulls that go largely unnoticed
in South Africa are, firstly, their

striking appearance and secondly their rather
impressive aerial capabilities. Few birds on
Marion show such distinct plumage markings
as an adult Kelp Gull. There are no gradients in
colouration, just a clear edge between black
and white that gives them a very clean and
elegant appearance. This elegance is mirrored
by their flight, which on a windy day is
punctuated by graceful arcs and the ability to
seemingly suspend themselves in mid-air.
There are even times when gulls appear to fly
for the pure enjoyment of it. In fact, they are
the only birds that I have seen gliding and
swooping around in the wind only to land in
the very same spot from which they
had taken off. I believe they
are supremely underrated
and this is simply because they
are so often seen at home.

ON THE ROCKS. A mature Kelp Gull
surveys the area from a rock at Kill Point.
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However, what I feel makes the Kelp Gull so
unique among the birds at Marion Island is
that for the team (especially those from
coastal towns) their call is a distinct
reminder of home, particularly when the
isolation of Marion is truly felt. By simply
closing your eyes and listening to the
waves and the plaintive mewing of gulls
you will be immediately transported back
to the beach at home on a blazing
summer’s day. This is a comforting thought,
and one that I’m sure has helped many a
homesick expedition member in the past.
For this, and for its underrated looks and
aerial prowess, I think the Kelp Gull more
than earns its spot as bird of the month.

DANIËL KOTZÉ

MARION’S NOT-SO-DULL KELP GULL

EARNING YOUR COLOURS. Immature Kelp Gulls lack the striking colours of adults.

according to the

DANIËL KOTZÉ

TEXT BY JOSEF KLAASEN

MAXIMUM WIND GUST

218 km/h

TOTAL RAINFALL

89.4 mm

HIGHEST IN 24 HOURS

15.6 mm

TOTAL DAYS WITH RAIN

17 days

TOTAL DAYS > 1 MM

10 days

TOTAL SUNSHINE

130.8 hours

CLOUD PANCAKES. These peculiar clouds were observed from base during a fresh NW wind preceding a warm front (high pressure) occlusion. An
occlusion is when a cold front catches up to a warm front and forces warm air upwards between wedges of cold air. They are a special form of
middle clouds known as altocumulus lenticularis. Lenticularis refers to the lens shape of these clouds.
AVERAGE MAX AVERAGE MIN

AVERAGE

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

2.9°C

11.2°C

-2.9°C

5.7°C

0.1°C

PRESSURE

1015.2 hPa

1029.1 hPa

977.7 hPa

1021 hPa

1009 hPa

HUMIDITY

86%

100%

23%

-

-

TEMPERATURE

DATA COURTESY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WEATHER SERVICE
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TEXT BY FRANK VENTER
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LOUISE GADNEY

GERARD

SNOW-CAPPED. When the radio room gets too small, Gerard
enjoys strolling about the surrounding hills.

Gerard de Jong, M71’s radio technician, is a techwizard of note, chief dish-washer (affectionately
known as Margie!) and a kind, gentle laughing soul
with an ever-present smile on his face. He is
motivated to get things done right the first time and
no challenge is ever too great for him. His ox-tail
stew is also unbeatable! Here is what this man of
many stories had to answer when asked a couple of
interesting questions.

Where were you born?

In Breyten, a small town close to Ermelo
in Mpumalanga. I was born on a
Saturday because my mom did not have time
during the week.

Where is home?

If I am in South Africa it is Wellington,
but I am rarely there.

What is your occupation?

best experiences, although it is hard work. So
coming to Marion was about experiencing the
unique nature and to complete the full circle.

What has been your best moments
on the island so far?

To be able to go out and see how
beautiful the island is. Not to mention ending
in a mire every time I go out!

Do you have any hobbies?

I’m a Jack of all trades and master of
none. I am qualified in electronics,
electricity and refrigeration. Earlier in my life I
have worked for KRYGKOR and Denel and also
lectured at a technicon in Mossel Bay. At the
moment I enjoy my role as Radio Technician.

I enjoy reading history books and travel
magazines and watching documentary
movies. Back home I do some long distance
running and have finished the Comrades
several times.

Tell us about your “island hat-trick”?

A few things. First I would like to climb
Mount Kilimanjaro. Then I want to walk

I have been at SANAE, the South
African Antarctic base, for a year and a
year at Gough Island. SANAE was one of my

Let’s hear your bucket list?
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the 800km pilgrim’s route from France to
the El Camino de Santiago cathedral in
Spain. I would also like to walk to the Mount
Everest base camp. And If I am lucky I would
like to go to SANAE for another year. But
my team members here at Marion are
already talking me into Gough Island next
year. And I almost forgot; I must do 6 more
Comrades marathon’s to get my green
number.
TWO SIDES OF A COIN. Gerard at work (LEFT) fixing a radio tower
component and at play (RIGHT) visiting some elephant seals.

FANTASTIC FLORA
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LIEZL PRETORIUS
Since we do not have a botanist on the M71
team, I decided to give everyone back home a
better idea of the vegetation on Marion. I will by
no means be able to cover all of the plants on
this island, but will focus on a few species that
stand out in the field and are part of everyday
island conversations. The most obvious
observation when looking around outside, is the
total absence of trees and large woody shrubs.
This absence, strangely enough, contributes to
the beauty of the island landscape.
“Whatever you do, don’t step on an Azorella!”. This
is how most islanders are introduced to Azorella
selago, a native vascular plant. It forms dense
cushions, usually single, from as little as one’s fist,
but can grow up to 70cm in height. In certain areas,
these plants merge into extensive mats covering
areas of several metres. The plant is very sensitive to
damage. Damage to the main root of the cushion,
whether by a misplaced footstep or the burrowing
of invasive mice into the plant, will lead to the
ultimate destruction of the entire cushion. This
DON’T BREAK MY HEART. Azorella can take very interesting shapes
plant occurs not only on Marion, but also in some
like a heart (TOP). These plant are very sensitive to damage and
parts of South America, Prince Edward, Kergeulen,
mice destroy many by burrowing into their roots (BOTTOM).
Crozet, Heard, MacDonald and Falkland Islands.
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A Reader’s Round Island:

hut
GREY-HEADED
Albatross paradise
Grey-headed hut draws its name from the ridge it is
planted next to and the hundreds of Grey-headed
Albatrosses that uses this ridge for breeding. You can
spend hours sitting outside the hut with a coffee just
watching them thunder down the valley like fighter jets,
making a sound oddly similar to a plane as their wings
cut through the air.
Grey headed hut is the only new-design hut on
the island. It comes out in a fiery orange, has a
sliding door (which is very handy when it is
windy), has funky L.E.D. lights (for those that
actually use the generators) and, possibly most
important, has a raised curved roof. This is
useful when you sleep on the top bunk and are
inclined to wake up at night. In other huts you
tend to wake up with a thump, but in Greyheaded hut, your head is safe. The route to
Grey-headed is about as easy as you get on
Marion. From Watertunnel hut you
take Devil’s Staircase down onto
Gazella Plain. From here you have
two options. You can either take
the short, direct route running
past the feet of the Sphinx or you
can take a relaxing stroll towards
the coast and over the plain. The
second route is slightly longer,
but since Grey-headed is less
GORGEOUS. The Grey-headed Albatrosses reappeared
earlier this month and are nesting high up on the ridge.
They are excellent fliers and supremely graceful in the air.

RIDGE VIEW. When standing on Grey-headed Ridge, one
has a clear view of the hut and Santa Rosa Valley.

than an hour’s walk away from Watertunnel, you
might as well take the detour along the beaches.
Either way, you have to take the Golden Highway
into Santa Rosa Valley. This is where things can
get slightly tricky. Santa Rosa is a huge stretch of
sharp-edged basalt (black lava rock) with patches
of moss in between. The path passes a few
waypoints such as a cat trap, the old cat hunter
signpost and a rock that, if you use your
imagination, resembles a vultures head. The path
can be easily lost though and in snow it is nearly
impossible to follow. This is where you realise that
Ralph Waldo Emerson was dead wrong when he
said: “Don’t follow where the path may lead, but
MOTIVATION. The signpost originally erected by the cat hunters.
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DANIËL KOTZÉ

TEXT BY LOW DE VRIES

instead leave your own trail”. If you do this in Santa Rosa you will
get lost, which is fun for most of Marion since you discover
unknown parts. In vegetated black lava however, you will stumble
over loose rocks and fall into disguised holes, leading to cuts from
the sharp basalt. Not as much fun. From the hut there is a path
leading to the breath-taking cliffs of Good Hope Bay, one of only
two sandy beaches on the island. It is also home to fur seals,
elephant seals, Gentoo Penguins, King Penguins, Giant Petrels and
Sooty Albatrosses. On the way to the bay you pass an old sealers
hide out, a few small caves and a multitude of small waterfalls
splashing down the cliff face. The hut can be shaky in strong
winds, but after a day of exploring the surrounding area, the wind
gently rocks you to sleep before you are greeted by the cries of
albatrosses the next morning sweeping swiftly down the valley.
AT PEACE. Grey-headed’s toilet is one of the best places on the island to enjoy a cup of coffee.

DANIËL KOTZÉ

RECIPE: GREY-HEADED BAKED POTATOES

1.Slice tin of picnic ham into cubes
and toss into small pot (without
handles) with tin of potatoes and
sliced mushrooms.
2.Add dash of oil, salt, pepper and
garlic flakes and mix.
3.Pour a little bit of water into a
large pot and place small ceramic
lids inside to ensure that small pot
is raised from the bottom of large
pot. Now we have an oven!

4.Pour tomato and onion mix over
potatoes, place lid on the small pot,
place it inside large pot and place
lid on large pot.
5.Let bake for 30 min, then sprinkle
grated cheese (from base) over top
and bake for another 10 min.
6.Once happy with the melted
cheese, remove small pot, dish up
and enjoy! Serves 1.5.

The curious case of the

TEXT BY VONICA PEROLD AND ALEXIS OSBORNE

During our regular colony monitoring, one of the Wandering
Albatross chicks seemed strange in appearance. Instead of two
normal black-brown eyes, the one eye was a pale blue colour.
This condition is known as heterochromia iridus. The difference
in coloration is caused by either a high or low concentration of
the pigment melanin. Heterochromia can either be inherited
or caused by disease or injury.
BLUE STEEL. This Wandering Albatross
chick’s single ocean-blue eye is
caused by abnormal melanin levels.
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NOT QUITE CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL. Henri Chorosz
at the crash landing sight near Macaroni Bay.

TEXT BY FRANK VENTER
Marion is a wild, rouged and untamed environment with little infrastructure apart from the
research base and nine small field huts. Only accessible by ship, the SA Agulhus II undertakes
a relief voyage only once a year. This is because the island’s challenging terrain, and status as
a protected area, does not allow for the construction of an airstrip. Unfortunately,
Frenchman Henri Chorosz was not an avid reader of The Wanderer, and as such was not
aware of this fact.
Monsieur Chorosz set out to circumnavigate
the globe in his small, homebuilt aircraft. “It’s
been done before”, you might say, but not via
the poles as the French adventurer set out to
do. He set off from France, stopping off in
Cairo and Cape Town without incident. From
there, he intended to pass the South Pole,
then the American McMurdo base at Ross
Island, before heading for Christchurch, New
Zealand. He reached the Antarctic Circle at
60°S, when ice started to build up on the
wings of his aircraft. Being an experienced
pilot, Henri knew that he would not make it to
his destination.
Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Redelinghuys of the
South African Maritime Rescue Co-ordinating
Centre was contacted by officials from the
United States who had picked up Henri’s
distress signal. Thinking there was an airstrip
on Marion, he was directed to the island. By
the time Washington, and the Frenchman, had
been informed of this mistake, Henri had little
fuel left and no choice but to attempt an
emergency landing. On 24 November 2002,

the Department of Environmental Affairs
contacted the 59th Marion expedition team and
notified them of the situation. Ingeniously, team
members used flares to direct the pilot to a flat
section of the island 3 km from base, near
Macaroni Bay. The small two-seater aircraft crash
landed, flipped over and finally landed on its
roof. Luckily for Henri, he escaped with only
minor injuries which were treated at base. The
daredevil was rescued shortly thereafter, and
was home before Christmas with quite a story to
tell friends and family.
ONE BIG ALBATROSS. Chorosz assessing the damage of his turned over
aircraft after landing on Marion Island.
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TEXT BY FRANK VENTER
Tell us a little more about
yourself. Who is Ishmail Games?

I started off as a fearless, wild,
untouchable and confident young man
while studying Electrical Engineering at
Peninsula Technikon. Then I met my wife
and fell in love. All marriages have their
ups and downs, with ours taking a turn in
the 6th year. This was when I started
practicing my religion (Islam), causing my
wife to renew her love for me. Although
she took an oath after our first two kids to
never give birth again, we now have four
beautiful kids. I love them very much and
believe I am more of a family man now.

2

This isn’t your first trip to
Marion. How did you become
involved with the island?

My first trip to Marion was in 2010 when
Public Works recruited 10 contractors to
assist with the completion of the new
base. Also being a licensed electrician,
my expertise and workmanship left an
impression, allowing me to be recruited
again in 2011 and 2013.

3

Who is waiting back home?

My wife Gadija, who is an estate
agent, daughter Rukeya, who
completed her BSc in chemistry and
studying further, and three sons,
Sulaiman (second year B.Tech at CPUT),
Yusuf (busy with the memorisation of the
Quran) and Zubair (Grade 2).

4

Favourite food, book and
holiday destination?

Lamb biryani, the Quran and Club
Mykonos.

ISHMAIL

TEXT BY LIEZL PRETORIUS

THE MAN BEHIND
MAINTENANCE
5
the

10 QUESTIONS
1

LOW DE VRIES

Ishmail Games is no stranger to Marion.
As part of the construction and National Public Works Department maintenance crew, the island has become a
second home for this family man and
base fundi. This year, he joined M71 as
the expedition’s Base Engineer.

JOB SATISFACTION. Ishmail enjoys working with the base’s water supply system.

Any highlights from the expedition so far?

John and I repaired a faulty generator that
didn’t run for 3 years! It’s been running for a
month now without any problems. I am a summer
person, so I am sure my highlights will exponentially
increase from November.

6

What is the role of the Base Engineer?

My most critical function is to maintain our
power source which is generated by three
generators. These units run 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year. Other responsibilities include maintaining the
sewerage plant, water plant and fire alarm system.

7

You recently undertook one of the toughest
hikes on Marion, tell us more?

Although I was here in 2010, 2011 and 2013, I
never got to hike around this beautiful place. My first
trip to Watertunnel hut was an awesome, but
excruciating experience. I was physically drained after
hiking two days, losing 2.3 kg! On this route I had to
deal with all the natural elements like rain, gusty winds,
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THE MAN BEHIND THE MAINTENANCE
snow, mires and rocky terrain. You get excited when
you finally see the hut, but it can take at least another
half an hour to reach it. Since that trip, my admiration
for the field assistants, and especially the sealers, have
gone up by 200%.

8
9
10

What are your hobbies, and how do you kill
the time on Marion?

Your choices are limited on an island, so what I
watch movies in my spare time and read the Quran.

Name one bucket list item you would like to
do while on Marion.

HOU BENE HOU. Ishmail descends Black Haglet Valley after
returning from Watertunnel hut for repairs.

RENDANI MIKOSI

Complete a round island trip!

What advice would you give to future
expedition members?

You will be tested physically, mentally and
spiritually. You cannot help but clash with some of the
team members. Remember you are 19 individuals from
different backgrounds, isolated on an island. Try to
tolerate and be patient with each other.

MAKE A WISH. Yinhla (TOP) and Liezl (BOTTOM)
blows out the candles at their birthday parties.

Mseventy fun

TEXT BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

Yinhla turned 24 on the 14th of September! Since the bread roll
recipe has finally been perfected, we had a late afternoon braai
with boerewors rolls and fruit punch. The team spirit was tangible
in the braai room with chess games and laughter all around, later
exchanged for dancing until our knees could not take anymore.
We wish Yinhla all the best for the rest of his time on Marion.

LOW DE VRIES

Y i n h l a ’s B i r t h d a y B r a a i

L i e z l ’s C a s i n o R o y a l e n i g h t
On the 19th of September Liezl turned 35 and everyone dressed to
impress for her party with the theme of Casino Royale. The night
was a great success with tasty pizza, an “L” shaped cake and board
games all around the decorated VIP lounge. A final game of 30
Seconds provided plenty of funny moments. Liezl, we hope your
Marion birthday was something special you will never forget.

LOW DE VRIES

Thank you to everyone who helped to organise these events!
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Yinhla’s Party
PHOTOS BY LOW DE VRIES

LIEZL PRETORIUS

Liezl’s Party

LIEZL PRETORIUS

LIEZL PRETORIUS

LIEZL PRETORIUS
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LOW DE VRIES

TEAM COLLAGE

COMPILED BY DANIËL KOTZÉ

What has M71 been up to this month?

DAVID GREEN

VONICA PEROLD

RENDANI MIKOSI
Romans 12:10. Be devoted to one another in
love. Honour one another above yourselves.

Around the island

RENDANI MIKOSI

DANIËL KOTZÉ

TSHILIDZI RAMAGOMA

Clockwise from left: Low helping the birders out with
Gentoo diet sampling; Ishmail repairing the door at
Watertunnel; Frank and David on their way back from
Kildalkey; The birders (Alexis, Geneveive, Vonica and
Zuko) start their round-island; Tshilidzi admiring ice
stalactites on his round island with Johannes, who
seemingly enjoyed hiking through the snow.

Around base

DANIËL KOTZÉ

LIEZL PRETORIUS

LOW DE VRIES

Clockwise from right:
Rendani bracing the storm;
Chefs Vonica, Alexis and
Frank at work; The birders,
supervised by Dr Pretorius,
dissects an albatross chick
found dead; Action in the
game room.

DANIËL KOTZÉ
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